
Mythbusters

1. Adjective

2. Number

3. Noun Plural

4. Adjective

5. Adjective

6. Animal

7. Adjective

8. Noun

9. Adjective
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11. Adjective

12. Noun Plural

13. Noun
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24. Material

25. Material

26. Number

27. Noun

28. -Ing Verb Transitive

29. Past Tense Verb Intransitive

30. Adjective

31. Noun

32. Adjective

33. Adjective

34. Liquid Or Substance

35. Noun Plural

36. Adjective

37. Noun

38. -Ing Verb Transitive

39. Noun

40. Animal - Plural

41. Liquid

42. Adjective

43. -Ing Verb Transitive

44. Noun
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46. Noun Plural Or Uncountable

47. Verb Intransitive

48. Adjective



49. Adjective Or Material

50. Adverb

51. Silly Word

52. Location

53. Adjective

54. Adjective



Mythbusters

Mythbusters was a Adjective TV show that was on-air for Number seasons and tested the

validity of various Noun Plural , legends, Adjective internet videos, implausible or

Adjective scenes from movies or TV shows, and even turns of phrase like "you can't teach an old

Animal Adjective tricks" and "a rolling Noun gathers no moss." It was originally hosted

by Jamie Hyneman and Adam Adjective , two special effects Profession Plural who had worked

together previously and used their skills to create Adjective scenes, robots, and props for television

shows and movies like Robot Noun Plural , Noun Bots, Star Wars Episode Number :

Attack of the Noun Plural , and the Matrix trilogy. Jamie also had lots of life experience from being a

Type of Vehicle captain, SCUBA diver, and a(n) Noun or Adjective survival expert, among other

things. They were later joined by The Build Team who consisted of Kari Byron, who started out as an

Profession in Jamie's shop, Tory Belleci, who started out as the Noun manager, and Grant

Imahara, who had previously worked on the Adjective effects in several movies such as The Lost

Noun : Jurassic Location and several Star Wars movies.

The Mythbusters tested hundreds of myths. Here are five of the most Adjective ones:

- Cannonball Chemistry: In this myth, they tested the damage of cannonballs made from different materials, such

as limestone, granite, and Material , against the control material, Material . During this myth, a

cannonball



escaped from the testing site and flew Number feet into an adjacent neighborhood, leaving a 10 inch

hole in the side of a(n) Noun and -ING Verb Transitive the window of their minivan. Adam and

Jamie Past Tense Verb Intransitive in person to deliver a(n) Adjective apology to the homeowner.

- Cement Mix-Up: In this myth, they wanted to test if you could use Noun to remove a(n)

Adjective layer of Adjective cement from the interior of a cement mixer truck. However, due to a

mishap, the mixer truck was filled entirely with Liquid or Substance . They got a second truck and confirmed

the original myth, and then blew up the first truck using 850 pounds of Noun Plural . This reduced the

cement mixer to small fragments of Adjective metal and pieces of Noun .

- Shark Week Myths: To celebrate Discovery Channel's Shark Week, they tested a number of myths related to

sharks, such as: Will -ING Verb Transitive a shark cause it to flee? Can a shark ram through a Noun

? Do Animal - Plural scare sharks away? Can sharks detect a single drop of Liquid in the ocean?

While the first three myths were found to be Adjective , this last one was busted.

- Exploding Port-a-Potty: Will -ING Verb Transitive a Noun in a port-a-potty filled with

Substance gas cause it to explode? This myth was busted, as there is just not enough decomposing

Noun Plural or Uncountable to create the amount of gas needed for an explosion, and the large amount of gas

would cause the person to Verb Intransitive before an explosion could occur.



- Escape from Alcatraz: The Mythbusters tested if it was possible to escape from Alcatraz prison on an

Adjective life raft made from Adjective or Material raincoats. The Mythbusters did indeed

Adverb make it from Silly Word Island across the Location Bay, under the

Adjective Gate Bridge and landing at the Marin Headlands to the west of Alcatraz. They deemed that the

escape was possible. Jamie said they just had to test this myth because it was the most Adjective myth of

San Francisco.
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